Time To Fly
Vocabulary Matching

Match the word with the definition.

_____ 1. bow
_____ 2. arrow
_____ 3. weapon
_____ 4. enemies
_____ 5. prey
_____ 6. pygmies
_____ 7. survive
_____ 8. goose
_____ 9. oak, ash, birch
_____ 10. feathered
_____ 11. steel
_____ 12. broad
_____ 13. barbed
_____ 14. archer
_____ 15. bent
_____ 16. forceful
_____ 17. sights
_____ 18. expert
_____ 19. bulls-eye
_____ 20. in a row
_____ 21. matches
_____ 22. invention
_____ 23. ranks
_____ 24. discovery
_____ 25. a great step forward

A. made from feathers
B. a flexible strip of wood or other material, bent by a string stretched between its ends, for shooting arrows
C. a big improvement
D. a kind of metal, like iron
E. a long straight stick with feathers at the end shot from a bow
F. something learned or found
G. wide
H. a tool used to injure or kill
I. has a high level or be important
J. backward-facing points
K. people or animals that want to hurt you or are against you
L. something new that is created
M. someone who uses a bow and arrow
N. animal hunted by another animal
O. contests; competitions
P. curved
Q. a group of people from Africa
R. consecutively; one after another
S. strong
T. to still exist
U. instruments to help you aim to hit a target
V. a long-necked water bird
W. the small circle, usually black or outlined in black, at the center of a target marked with concentric circles and used in target practice.
X. kinds of wood
Y. someone with a special skill